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Contract agriculture is growing in popularity, because it is a highly effective strategy for large

businesses to exert greater control over every stage in the supply chain, while minimizing risk. Contract

agriculture follows in the footsteps of a business model pioneered by the garment industry. By the mid

1980s, many of the top fashion designers shifted away from owning the factories in which their products

were produced. They opted to contract with others for production at many remote locations around the

world.

Global agribusiness operates with the same set of incentives that drove trends in the globalization of

garment manufacturing. The contract model is attractive, in part, because it saves money by using less

expensive labor that is available in the developed nations. That's certainly one incentive, but risk

management is just as important. The contract model shifts risk of capital investment to the local

contractors, who finance and run production facilities.

The contract model thus offers flexibility for the company. It reduces the worry about being bound

legally or economically to any political jurisdiction. It provides multinational corporations the ability to

avoid long-term commitments to a labor pool, and to eliminate concerns about the power of unions and

long-term pension liabilities. The contract model also creates greater ability to avoid both safety and

environmental regulations.

If consumer tastes shift, or the regulatory climate of a country changes, or a better deal arises

elsewhere, a foreign-based industry can just walk away. Even the threat of walking away is a valuable

asset. Once the investment has been made, the contractor's bargaining power and successive rounds

of contract negotiation is eroded. Multinational corporations can use their bargaining power to extract

greater price concessions from contractors who live under the permanent threat of disinvestment. The

contractors, in turn, depress the wages of their employees.

In its most extreme form, the contract model in agriculture is the captive supply chain contract. Large

commodity buyers contract with independent growers and producers for all that they produce, as long it

meets the buyer's quality standards. Much of what is known about the distributing implications of

contract agriculture, comes from the US experience.

More than 20% of all fruits and vegetables in the US are produced in contract with first-handlers,
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packers, or food processing companies. 40% of cattle are sold in this way. 98% of chickens eaten in the

US are produced under contract with integrators. Purchasing intermediators control every aspect of

production, for example, from the supply of chicks and feed to the management and delivery of boilers.

Contract chicken production reveals the harsh social and personal consequences of what critics label

as a form of debt peonage. It has impoverished many growers who sank large sums of money into the

required production facilities and become so dependent upon the industry that they had few remaining

feasible economic alternatives. And in many instances, even though contract producers take on

massive economic risks, they have annual incomes at, or only modestly above, the poverty level.

The US experiences is instructive for thinking about its global implications. It provides ample reason for

skepticism for the claims of those who think it will create significant new opportunities for small holders

to gain global market entry and provide a pathway out of poverty. To many observers of the American

experience, such claims appear quixotic or disingenuous.

Moreover, globalization of the contract model adds new concerns. Nations lose control over what is

grown within their borders and find themselves so beholden to foreign capital, that environmental and

worker protection laws seem almost beyond reach. Many small holders are transformed into landless

wage laborers. And they risk even greater poverty and suffer greater dependence than they might have

experienced as subsistence farmers.

Captive supply arrangements, widely used in the US, offer another clue as to what residents of

developing nations might expect. Contracts often contain no predetermined price. The ultimate price is

left to determination according to performance standards, which only the seller knows. To make matters

worse, buyers are contractually prohibited from sharing their own price information with other growers.

At the very least, the captive supply chain contractual model flies in the face of basic assumptions of

standard economic theories of how markets should work. Markets are efficient and fair only when there

are many buyers and sellers, none of which can dictate the price and all the terms of the bargain, and

when there's transparency of price information. You don't have to cite Karl Marx to condemn this

arrangement, Adam Smith will do just fine.
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